
 



Lane 1: Projects 

Paid to date 

Purchase: 5200 Bridgers Road (Theater) $700,000 & taxes paid at closing 

Demo & Cleaning: $275,000

Architect: $110,000 

Roof repairs: $50,000

HVAC removal of units & duck work: $40,000

Purchase of Audio Equipment: $30,000


Coming Soon: Quote for chairs. We hope to do a church wide fund raiser this spring & 
summer to cover the coast of the chairs and some AVL equipment as this expense is not 
included with the loan. 

est. cost; 220-260k


Loan Approval: Westlian Investment Foundation (WIF) 2.4M (Have not used yet) they come for 
a onsite inspection during the month of March. 

Contractor: Wade Coleman 


In-house: To save money we will be doing a good majority of the audio, video, and lighting 
(AVL) in house. Thanks to Kevin Shirley. 

Chris Stanley is doing the Civil work and Survey through Coastal Geomatics, this will also save 
us a lot of money. 

We are also doing the exterior painting, and removal and replacing of expansion joints this will 
save us over 130k.

We will also be doing all of the landscaping in-house.




 


We are currently focusing the majority of our attention on Lane 1 “New Facility” - its our hope 
that we can obtain the necessary $1,375,000 need to finish out the project so we can then 
invest into the following legacy lanes.  


Project Lane 2: Next Generation  
We have raise enough money to send the youth to camp this year. (Over $5,000)

Also we all set aside all designated gifts for the next generation as it comes in.


Project Lane 3: Outreach 
Also we all set aside all designated gifts for outreach as it comes in.

We current give 10% of our income to outreach and missions. 


Project Lane 4: Missions 

Also we are putting money aside as it come in for world missions.

We just started in 2023 supporting a new missionary to Southeast Asia “Alan Lim” 

Alan has served on the field most of his life and is a YWAMer.

 




